APIIT SD India is established by SD Education Society with the objective of overcoming the critical worldwide demand for skilled Engineering and Management Professionals. Today, APIIT is an established leader in the Asia Pacific region for providing the very best in Engineering and Management education. APIIT SD India’s vision is to nurture intellectual capital through its center of excellence which are governed by best practices in Quality Education.

Shri S.D. Education Society (Sanatan Dharam Education Society) is a non-profit organization and has been a pioneer in the field of education since 1946. For over 63 years, S.D. Education Society has been at the forefront of Quality Education in the state of Haryana.

Today, over and above the state-of-the-art APIIT SD India, the S.D. Education Society also manages and runs 3 schools and a college and has evolved into one of the finest educational societies in India.

Committed to excellence, we are. But more than that, we are committed to the success of all our students. Over 10,000 of them, who step closer to their dreams, year after year.